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Abstract
Objectives: To evaluate the outcomes of bone regeneration using a customized tita-
nium mesh scaffold to cover a bone graft for reconstruction of complex defects of 
the jaws.
Materials and Methods: 19 large defects were digitally reconstructed using CT scans 
according to the prosthetic requirements. A titanium mesh scaffold was designed to 
cover the bone (autologous/bovine bone particulate) graft. At least 6 months after 
surgery, a new cone- beam CT was taken. The pre-  and postoperative CT datasets 
were then converted into three- dimensional models and digitally aligned. The actual 
mesh position was compared to the virtual position to assess the reliability of the 
digital project. The reconstructed bone volumes (RBVs) were calculated according to 
the planned bone volumes (PBVs), outlining the areas under the mesh. These values 
were then correlated with the number of exposures, locations of atrophy, and virtually 
planned bone volume.
Results: The mean matching value between the planned position of the mesh and 
the actual one was 82 ± 13.4%. 52.3% (40% early and 60% late) exposures were ob-
served, with 15.8% exhibiting infection. 26.3% resulted as failures. The amount of re-
constructed bone volume (RBV) in respect to PBV was 65 ± 40.5%, including failures, 
and 88.2 ± 8.32% without considering the failures. The results of the exposure event 
were statistically significant (p = .006) in conditioning the bone volume regenerated.
Conclusions: This study obtained up to 88% of bone regeneration in 74% of the cases. 
The failures encountered (26%) should underline the operator's expertise relevance in 
conditioning the final result.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

The implant- borne rehabilitation of three- dimensional and extended 
alveolar defects is not simple in any case. Anatomic and prosthetic 
demands that are not resolved using short or tilted implants re-
quire bone reconstruction (Chiapasco et al., 2009; Lizio et al., 2014). 
Therefore, a versatile regenerative technique is crucial in treating 
such sites impaired in thickness and height or with irregular mor-
phologies, covered by thin and poorly keratinized soft tissues prone 
to dehiscence (Lizio et al., 2016; Sanz et al., 2019).

Currently, we can virtually simulate the entire treatment process, 
transferring the CT data to dedicated software and designing the 
missing hard tissue based on the prosthetic project and the conse-
quent features and positions of the implants (Ciocca et al., 2015, 
2018). The bone engineering techniques can involve printing bio- 
inert synthetic scaffolds, fitting the defect with osteoconductive 
or osteoinductive potentialities (Bartnikowski et al., 2020; Jacotti 
et al., 2014). However, considering the autologous bone as the bet-
ter choice for atrophic sites and the necessity to transfer the vir-
tual volumetric and morphologic project to the graft for the entire 
healing period, the guided bone regeneration (GBR) with preformed 
titanium meshes was taken into consideration (Ciocca et al., 2015, 
2018; Cucchi et al., 2020; Maiorana et al., 2001). The design and 
printing of a customized device, designed to simulate the ideal re-
construction, eliminates the intra- operative handling and trimming, 
reducing surgical time and minimizing stress for the soft tissues 
when compared to traditional meshes. This also applies to regular 
and rounded edges due to the advanced 3D laser- sintering printing 
technology (Chiapasco et al., 2021; Ciocca et al., 2015, 2018; Sumida 
et al., 2015). This customized GBR can reduce the risk of dehiscence, 
positively correlated to the amount of planned bone volume and the 
consequent soft tissue stress (Lizio et al., 2014). Limiting as much as 
due to the alveolar reconstruction, and standardize the reconstruc-
tive procedure, which is usually more dependent on the operator's 
skills. With traditional manually created titanium meshes, the expo-
sure range is extensive (0– 68.9%) (Lizio et al., 2014; Pieri et al., 2008; 
Poomprakobsri et al., 2021). Ciocca et al., using digitally customized 
meshes, reported 66% of postoperative exposure morbidity in nine 
cases (Ciocca et al., 2018), and Li et al. reported 25% morbidity in 
16 patients (Li et al., 2021); Chiapasco et al. reported 11 exposure 
cases in 53 dehiscence cases (Chiapasco et al., 2021), and Cucchi 
et al. recorded one in 10 cases (Cucchi et al., 2020). Sumida et al., 
comparing two groups of 13 patients, found one and three expo-
sures for CAD/CAM and traditional devices, respectively (Sumida 
et al., 2015). A recent meta- analysis stated exposure rates of 31% 
with custom- made meshes and 51% with conventional meshes 
(Zhou et al., 2021). Comparing the actual bone volumes with dig-
itally planned bone volumes from CAD/CAM procedures, Cucchi 
et al. and Chiapasco et al. reported technique reliability rates of 89% 
and 91.9%, respectively (Chiapasco et al., 2021; Cucchi et al., 2020). 
These results are consistent with Li et al., recording 95.82% reli-
ability (range: 88.53%– 99.15%) (Pellegrino et al., 2021), but higher 
than Lizio et al., with a 69.8% of obtained bone, both using meshes 

preformed on stereo- lithographic models (Lizio et al., 2014). The lit-
erature on the GBR with customized meshes is at an early stage and 
thus presents a few shortcomings. Besides no- clearness regarding 
the starting extension of the deficits, the limited number of cases 
reported and the questionable evaluation methods of the bone gain 
can confuse the scenario. The preimplant phase predictability of a 
virtually planned GBR depends on the thoroughness and accuracy of 
the project's bone volume and exposure rate data, as some studies 
reported the obtained bone gain without comparing it to the planned 
values (Ciocca et al., 2018; Sagheb et al., 2017). Volumetric measure-
ments for three- dimensional defects should be adopted more often 
than linear, primarily when not performed in correspondence of the 
implant sites (Sagheb et al., 2017). The intra- operatory fitting of the 
mesh should be evaluated as a presumption of the reliability of the 
procedure (Li et al., 2021).

The present trial aims to understand the use of customized tita-
nium meshes to reconstruct complex and extended defects in terms 
of bone gain and exposure percentage, compared to the traditional 
manual approach.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

Seventeen patients, five male and 12 female, with a mean age of 
55.9 (±13.7), were recruited from July 2013 to November 2017. The 
patients had a total of 19 complex three- dimensional defects involv-
ing the alveolar ridge of maxillary and mandibular edentulous areas. 
After completing the follow- up, these patients were considered in 
this prospective prosthetic- guided computerized bone regeneration 
protocol. The project implied a virtual bone defect reconstruction 
related to the implant- borne prosthetic demands. A laser- sintering- 
printed titanium mesh worked as a scaffold for containing and 
modeling the particulate bone taken from the intraoral donor sites. 
The Ethics Committee of S. Orsola- Malpighi University Hospital, 
Bologna, Italy, approved the study (approval No. 121/2013/O/Disp). 
The study's primary outcome was that the evaluation of the bone 
volume regeneration, compared with virtually planned bone volume, 
demonstrated an acceptable level of superimposition between the 
virtual and intra- operative mesh fitting. The secondary outcome was 
to record the mesh exposures and their association with the level of 
bone regeneration.

All patients fulfilled the general inclusion criteria, consisting of 
the absence of any systemic or local contraindication to surgical 
treatment (i.e., acute or chronic infections in the head and neck; 
smoking >10 cigarettes per day; uncontrolled diabetes (glycated he-
moglobin level >7 mg/dl); a history of radiation therapy in the head 
or neck region; current anti- tumor chemotherapy; liver, blood, or 
kidney disease; immunosuppression; everyday corticosteroid use; 
pregnancy; inflammatory and autoimmune disease of the oral cav-
ity; and poor oral hygiene and motivation). The specific conditions 
for intervention were the presence of maxillary or mandibular com-
plex defects (with horizontal and vertical deficits in the same site), 
which was considered inadequate for the placement of at least two 
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standard fixtures (≥6 mm long and ≥3.3 wide). Nineteen bone defi-
cits were treated: eight in maxillae (one posterior, associated with 
sinus lift, and seven anterior) and 11 in posterior mandibles. Five 
upper jaws with complete edentulism were treated with bilateral 
sinus lifts performed with a lateral approach (Table 1).

2.1  |  Virtual planning

The Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) data 
and the STL (3D scan) files of intraoral, extraoral and laboratory 
scanning were paired in a software platform to plan rehabilitation 
according to anatomic and prosthetic demands. In all cases, the 
project was performed by an experienced dental prosthodontist 

in collaboration with the oral surgeon in charge. Each site for im-
plants of at least 8 mm × 3 mm were evaluated. The total number 
of planned implants was 63. The project data were imported into 
the software (Mimics Innovation Suite, v17; Materialise) for obtain-
ing the three- dimensional models of the jaws (maxilla or mandible) 
by segmentation, maintaining the same threshold values. The man-
dibular models also included the reproduction of the inferior al-
veolar nerve. The maxillary models included the alveolar process, 
the maxillary sinuses, and the pterygoid and zygomatic processes. 
Subsequently, the plan was exported into CAD software (Freeform 
Modelling Plus, version 13.0, 3D Systems) to design the minimum 
bone augmentation required (a 5 mm safety zone around each im-
plant was assumed) and an over contouring of 1.5 mm thickness, 
simulating the periosteum- like tissue.

TA B L E  1  Demographic and descriptive data of the patients (Pts)

Pts Sites Gender Age(Y)
Maxilla (0)
Mandible (1)

Anterior (0)
Posterior (1)

Exposure yes (0)
Exposure no (1)

Total edentulism (0)
Partial edentulism (1)
Intermediate edentulism (2)

1 1 1 51 1 1 1 1
(Missing teeth: 44,45,46,47)

2 2 0 72 0 1 0 1
(Missing teeth: 14,15,16,17)

3 3 1 64 1 1 0 1
(Missing teeth: 34,35,36,37)

4 4 1 68 1 1 0 1
(Missing teeth: 45,46,47)

5 5 0 58 0 0 0 0

6 6 0 59 0 0 1 0

7 7 1 57 1 1 1 1
(Missing teeth: 35,36,37)

8 8 0 46 0 0 0 0

9 9 1 45 1 1 1 1
(Missing teeth: 45,46,47)

9 10 1 45 1 1 0 1
(Missing teeth: 36,37)

10 11 1 25 1 1 1 2
(Missing teeth: 35,36)

10 12 1 25 1 1 0 2
(Missing teeth: 45,46)

11 13 1 55 0 0 0 2
(Missing teeth: 

21,22,23,24,25,26)

12 14 1 76 1 1 1 1
(Missing teeth: 

33,34,35,36,37)

13 15 1 62 1 1 1 1
(Missing teeth: 34,35,36,37)

14 16 1 69 1 1 1 1
(Mssing teeth: 46,47)

15 18 1 63 0 0 1 0

16 19 1 50 0 0 0 0

17 20 0 31 0 0 0 2
(Missing teeth: 11,12,13)
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Further, the mesh was designed to cover the calculated vol-
umes, calibrated at 0.1– 0.5 mm thickness, with rounded edges 
fitting the defect borders and the fixation hole position. The vir-
tual mesh, saved in stereolithographic (STL) format, was finally re-
viewed by the designer, the prosthodontist, and the surgeon; then, 
once approved, the mesh was 3D- printed using an EOSINT M270 
printer (Electro- Optical Systems) and digital machine laser sinter-
ing (DMLS). Finally, titanium Ti64 powder was melted to build a 
mesh with the necessary physical characteristics and biocompati-
bility (Figures 1 and 2).

2.2  |  Surgical procedure

The surgical procedures were performed by four different sur-
geons with different expertise and experience on the same sur-
gical and research team, all under general hospital anesthesia, 
except for three cases treated with local anesthesia on patients' 
explicit requests. The area to be treated was locally infiltrated 
with anesthetic using articaine hydrochloride 4% with epineph-
rine 1:100.000. The surgery started with a mid- crestal incision 
with vertical releasing cuts, followed by raising the full- thickness 
buccal and lingual/palatal flaps to expose the entire bone defect. 
The mental or infraorbital nerve emergence was then identified. 
The flaps were coronally extended to assure a complete closure 
with a passive suture above the titanium device by releasing inci-
sions and dissection of the periosteum. Subsequently, an intraoral 
mandibular ramus bone cortical block was harvested; an envel-
oped mobile mucosa incision in the mandibular vestibule in the 
molar zone was made to reach the external oblique line, except 
for the posterior mandibular atrophies, where a single flap was 
designed to expose the defect and the donor site. The bone os-
teotomies, involving only the buccal cortex, were performed with 
piezo- surgery instruments to define a rectangular block of about 
3.5 cm length, 1.5 cm height, and 4 mm thickness, eventually 
fractured with a chisel. The bone block was milled and mixed with 
deproteinized bovine bone (Bio- Oss, Geistlich Pharmaceutical) in 
a 60/40 ratio. The particulate graft was placed to fill the defi-
cit above the mesh to reach perfect stability and unity with the 
defect's borders. Two or three titanium screws were used to 
stabilize the device, and the flaps were carefully sutured after 
determining that the surgical flaps could cover the augmented 
area (Figure 3).

Ceftriaxone (antibiotic) was administered intravenously on in-
duction at a loading dose of 2 g, together with a non- steroidal an-
algesic (ibuprofen). This treatment was continued at an oral dose 
of 2 g beginning the day after surgery and continuing for 6 days. In 
the three cases treated in the office, 2 g of amoxicillin was admin-
istered orally 1 h before the intervention and continued for 6 days 
at 2 g. The patients were instructed to avoid brushing on the sur-
gical site, follow a soft diet for 3 weeks, and maintain appropriate 
oral hygiene, including twice- daily rinsing with 0.2% chlorhexidine 
and applying 0.2% chlorhexidine gel to the wounds. Patients were 

monitored monthly until the second- stage surgery during the 
postoperative healing period, and all complications were recorded. 
After at least 6 months of healing, a new cone- beam CT scan data-
set was taken to verify the bone augmentation before implant sur-
gery (Figure 4).

In the case of mesh exposure, its development progress and 
association with infection signs guided decisions about the early 
removal of the device. Thus, the mesh was removed in case of 
evident infection associated with early (<6 weeks) and wide 
(>0.5 cm2) exposure. Signs of infection were considered as the 
clear secretion of pus or the presence of a fistula associated with 
external overgrowth of reddish and bleeding tissue. The current 
situation was maintained after the first 6 months, except in the 
cases of late infection or soft tissue damage. Disinfection with ch-
lorhexidine 0.2% and delicate site debridement were performed 
in the other situations. Implant placement was performed under 
local anesthesia. Titanium meshes and fixation screws were ex-
posed and removed, and implant seating was completed according 
to the project (Figure 5).

2.3  |  Evaluation parameters

2.3.1  |  Complication rates

The number of exposures, the timing of their appearance, the pres-
ence of infection, and the early mesh removal were considered and 
correlated with the regenerated bone volumes.

2.3.2  |  Mesh fitting evaluation

The DICOM data of the postoperative CT were imported into the 
three- dimensional modelling segmentation software used for the 
virtual project planning, and the volumes obtained after defining 
the total area under the meshes in all slices were digitally aligned 
with the virtual volumes. The difference, expressed in percent-
age values, evidenced the level of fitting that the meshes fulfilled 
(Figure 6). The evaluation was performed independently by two 
experts in informatics and virtual design. The interobserver dis-
crepancy was minimal (<0.5 cm3), and the mean data were consid-
ered in the dataset.

Reconstructed Bone Volume (RBV) evaluation. The pre-  and post-
operative CT datasets were converted into 3D models using Amira 
imaging software (version 5.3.3, Visage Imaging GmbH). The segmen-
tation required the jaw structure to have at least six precise anatomical 
matching points to perform the superimposition. Next, the pre-  and 
postoperative models were digitally aligned in the reconstruction re-
gion using Geomagic Studio 12 software (Raindrop Geomagic Inc.). 
The measurements were performed after the alignment was verified 
at a minimum tolerance range of ±0.37 mm in the areas not affected 
by the surgery. The space between the mesh profile and the basal 
bone in each slice was virtually selected and rendered to obtain the 
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Planned Bone Volume (PBV). Based on the grayscale value of pixels 
in the images, the empty space area was rendered to determine the 
Lacking Bone Volume (LBV). The selection of the representative areas 
for PBV and LBV was performed independently by two radiologists. 
The interobserver discrepancy was minimal (<0.5 cm3), and the mean 
datum was considered in the dataset.

The Reconstructed Bone Volume (RBV) was derived by PBV -  LBV 
(The lacking volume subtracted from the planned volume). In ad-
dition to the considered complications, RBV was correlated to the 
virtual- planned volumes and the defect locations (Figure 7).

Figure 6- 8 show another case of mandibular atrophy.

2.4  |  Statistical analysis

A descriptive analysis was performed presenting continuous vari-
ables as the mean ± standard deviation (SD), following a normal dis-
tribution according to the Shapiro- Wilk W test; categorical variables 
were presented as absolute and relative frequencies.

A multiple regression model was defined for the reconstructed 
bone volume. Jaw site (anterior or posterior, mandibular or maxil-
lary), mesh exposure, and infection occurrence were considered co-
variates. A paired t- test was used to compare the virtually planned 
volume, and the volume under the mesh placed just after the 

F I G U R E  1  Preoperative virtual 
planning of the mesh design, according to 
implant positions and dimensions
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F I G U R E  2  Operative surgical phases: 
starting clinical situation (a), osseous 
status after raising the flaps (b), block 
graft harvested from the mandibular 
ramus (c), mesh loaded with the 
particulate bone (d), fixation of the mesh 
(e), closure of soft tissue (f)

F I G U R E  3  Cross- sectional slices from the postoperative cone- beam CT before implant placement, and relative clinical situation at 
surgical re- entry
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surgery. The significance level was set at 0.05. All the analyses were 
performed using Stata software (version 15, Stata Corp LP).

The authors state that this study is in compliance with the appro-
priate EQUATOR guidelines/checklist in Appendix S1.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Complication rates

The overall number of exposures recorded was 10 (52.63%): 
six early (<6 weeks), and four late (≥6 weeks), with an overall 
mean exposure time of 9 ± 8.43 weeks: (3.6 ± 1.36 early and 
18.3 ± 26.61 late). Three infection events (15.79%) occurred, as-
sociated with exposures observed at 2, 5, and 8 weeks. Five sites 
(one edentulous maxilla and four posterior mandibles) completely 
lost the graft without reaching the implant placement phase 
(26.32% failure rate). Out of these unsuccessful sites, four had 
early exposures, of the meantime 4 weeks (range 2– 5 weeks) post-
surgery except for one, a complete maxillary edentulism, which 
presented dehiscence after 12 weeks. In these cases, the mesh 
was removed before 6 months of healing except for one case, in 
which the waiting period was extended to 11 months in the hopes 
of recovering the soft tissues. Regarding the other sites affected 
by dehiscence, four of five underwent a mesh removal before the 
implant placement, with no more than 2 months of waiting before 
the implant session. In one case, the implant insertion was per-
formed contemporarily to the mesh removal.

In addition, two cases experienced an episodic tingling sensation 
at the inferior lip region, on the same side of the graft harvesting site, 
lasting more than 1 year after the intervention.

Apart from the failed cases, all sites underwent the implant 
placement phase without variations in the number and positions of 
the fixtures. Standard- dimension screws (≥8 mm long and ≥3.5 mm 
wide) were placed in all cases.

3.2  |  Mesh fitting evaluation

Comparing the virtually planned mean bone volumes with the 
mean volumes under the meshes, an overall mean percentage of 
82 ± 13.4 mesh fitting resulted; the difference between planned and 
postoperative data was not statistically significant (p = .217).

3.3  |  Reconstructed bone volume (RBV)

The Planned Bone Volume (PBV) mean value of 1153.25 ± 577.78 mm3, 
lacking bone volume (LBV) mean values of 149.33 ± 177.59 mm3 
and 110.03 ± 165.36, for including and excluding failures respec-
tively, resulted in an RBV mean value of 1003.92 ± 465.79 mm3. The 
RBV resulted in 65.04% ± 40.55% of the PBV, which increased to 
88.2 ± 8.32% when failures were excluded (Tables 2 and 3).

The univariate inferential association among RBV as the de-
pendent variable found only the exposure events were relevant to 
the procedure (p = .006), regardless of the appearance, infection, 

F I G U R E  4  Mesh fitting evaluation by 
comparing the 3d virtual mesh position (a) 
and the actual position (b) after importing 
the postoperative data
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F I G U R E  5  Segmentation procedure using Amira imaging software (a) and alignment of the 3D models (b, c, d, e) with Geomagic software 
for the volumetric evaluation
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and mesh removal timing. The localization of the jaw and jaw area 
defects and the planned bone volume did not result in significant 
changes (p > .05). The multivariate regression model, including the 
location of the defects (upper/lower jaw, anterior/posterior), the ex-
posure and the infection events, confirmed that the mesh exposure 
occurring during the healing period is a predicting factor for higher 
values of RBV (Table 4).

Out of the 63 implants planned, 39 (61%) were placed. Regarding 
the 24 not inserted implants, 14 were related to the complete failed 
site. Eight implants were not placed for patients' dropouts due to 
personal and unexpected serious events. In particular, one patient 
moved away, one had to undergo radiotherapy for oncological pa-
thology in the head and neck district, and one gave up for economic 
reasons. About the patients who adhered to the second phase, two 
implants in two patients were not placed for the quality/quantity of 
the regenerated bone.

All the 39 inserted fixtures were loaded as planned with 
screwed- connected fixed prostheses. The implant survival rate was 
97.7%, with a mean of 30 (24– 62.4) month follow- up from the pros-
thetic finalization. The mean rate of bone resorption was 1.96 (range 
0.17– 4.44) mm. This parameter was digitally calculated on the peri-
apical x- rays at the end of follow- up, averaging the mesial and distal 
distance from the implant shoulder to the most coronal point of the 
bone level.

Graph 1 shows the patients' treatment flowchart.

4  |  DISCUSSION

The prerequisite to understanding the usefulness of the digitized 
GBR was to check the mesh's fitting to the bone anatomy. Only one 
study in the literature focused on this issue (Li et al., 2021), adopting 
two evaluation methods after the superimposition of the preopera-
tory model with virtually augmented the preimplant and postim-
plant models. Regarding the volumetric evaluation, these authors 
recorded an average volume value under the mesh in the post- GBR 
model of +19.3% than what was virtually planned preoperatively, 
perhaps due to an upward shifting of the device, resulting in a statis-
tically significant difference on a sample of 16 sites (Li et al., 2021). 
Our trial detected a mean correspondence of 82% among the virtual 
volumes and those under the mesh in the postoperative CBCT, with 
lower average volumes of 18%. Even if not statistically significant, 
these data, with a range of values from 53.3% to 100%, should be 
an incentive better to address the problem of mesh fitting in future 
studies. As a second evaluation, Li et al. reported a mean value of 
0.59 ± 0.47 mm of mesh contour deviation among the virtual preop-
eratory and the post- GBR, with a maximum deviation discrepancy of 
3.4 mm (Li et al., 2021). Another study recorded an accuracy rate of 
95.82% (88.53%– 99.15%) with meshes bent on stereolithographic 
models (Pellegrino et al., 2021). This value resulted from compar-
ing the digitally calculated volumes added to the model from preop-
erative and postoperative CT scans. Comparing the two studies, the 

F I G U R E  6  Another case of left 
mandibular atrophy treated with the same 
protocol. Preoperative virtual planning 
of the mesh design (a, b) and operative 
surgical phases (c– f)
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precision of a traditional mesh modeled on a virtually reconstructed 
defect is much greater than that of the printed one. The rest of the 
literature declared a perfect fitting of the meshes with no objec-
tive support or proof of this statement. Realistically, apart from the 
expertise of the operators, the quality of the fitting could depend 
significantly on the defect's characteristics. Since the postoperative 
data were obtained by a CBCT taken just before the implant place-
ment, our study, as in Li et al. (Li et al., 2021), cannot be excluded 
the possibility of the mesh shifting during the healing period due to 
muscular activity, any complications that occurred, the wearing of a 
complete denture in case of total edentulism, or the loss of stabiliza-
tion power of the fixation screws. Conversely, taking a CT scan just 
after the surgical intervention appears to be an ethical and scientifi-
cally valid evaluation method.

In terms of bone regeneration predictability, this study obtained 
an overall lower percentage of bone reconstruction (65%) than 

the 69.8% of reconstructed bone volumes pretrimmed on stereo- 
lithographic model meshes by the same research team (Lizio et al., 
2014). This reconstruction percentage rose to 88.2% excluding the 
failed cases, appearing close to 89% (892mm3 of reconstructed bone 
out of  984mm3 planned) of the Cucchi et al. study (Cucchi et al., 
2020) and 91.9% (1.37 cc of 1.49 cc) of the Chiapasco et al. study 
(Chiapasco et al., 2021). The bone reconstruction percentage stan-
dard deviation of ±8.32 (disregarding failure cases) was lower than 
the ±19.7 reported by Lizio et al. (Lizio et al., 2014). It seems that when 
the exposure complication is manageable, appearing after about 
a month since the intervention and without signs of infection, the 
CAD/CAM GBR approach is reliable in fulfilling preoperatively plans, 
homogenizing the outcomes. As aforementioned, Li et al. reported a 
mean actual bone augmentation of 95.82% in virtual meshes com-
pared with traditional meshes, including cases with implants located 
contextually to GBR (Pellegrino et al., 2021). [Correction added on 

F I G U R E  7  Postoperative cone- beam CT (a) and surgical re- entry with implant placement after mesh removal (b– e)
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F I G U R E  8  Mesh fitting evaluation. 
A backward shift appears evident in the 
postoperative situation (b) regarding the 
virtual planning phase (a)

TA B L E  2  Patients' (Pts)data elaborated by comparison of postoperative cone- beam CT with preoperative one and virtual planning

Pts Sites
Mesh fitting 
(%)

Planned bone 
volume (mm3)

Lacking bone volume
(mm3)

Reconstructed bone
Volume
(mm3)

Reconstructed bone
Volume
(%)

1 1 83.61 823.4 65.34 758.11 92.07

2 2 83.83 1073.25 152.73 920.52 85.77

3 3 0

4 4 71.64 693.19 16.15 677.04 97.67

5 5 0

6 6 69.92 1864.52 30.72 1833.8 98.35

7 7 72.07 884.68 22.34 862.34 97.47

8 8 87.21 1642.47 498.88 1143.59 69.63

9 9 100 507.04 89.89 417.15 82.27

9 10 0

10 11 90.14 791.74 104.29 687.45 86.83

10 12 0

11 13 1012 160 852 84.19

12 14 84.32 1419 110 1309 92.25

13 15 99.74 1362 70 1292 94.86

14 16 88.15 718.07 63.02 655.05 91.22

15 17 53.33 2619.13 407 2012.13 76.82

16 18 0

17 19 83.08 735.01 100.3 634.71 86.35
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29th April 2022 after first online publication:  The sentence 'This 
reconstruction percentage rose to 88.2%, excluding the failed cases 
(892mm3 of reconstructed bone out of 984mm3 planned) of the 
Cucchi et al. study (Cucchi et al., 2020) and 91.9% (1.37 of 1.49 cc) 
of the Chiapasco et al. study (Chiapasco et al., 2021)'. has been cor-
rected to 'This reconstruction percentage rose to 88.2% excluding 
the failed cases, appearing close to 89%  (892mm3 of reconstructed 
bone out of  984mm3 planned) of the Cucchi et al. study (Cucchi 
et al., 2020) and 91.9 % (1.37 cc of 1.49 cc ) of the Chiapasco et al. 
study (Chiapasco et al., 2021)' in this current version.]

The present study adopted the volumetric measurement for 
two main reasons. First, the radiologists who circumscribed the CT 
slices were unaware of the implant position, working independently 
from different competencies in the digital designer group. Second, 
since an overall superimposition of 82% (53%– 100%) was recorded 
between the virtual and the postoperative mesh positions and di-
mensions, a linear comparison between the virtual- planned and 
postoperative bone height and width in the same implant zone 
would not have been possible. This issue is particularly evident in 
the case of forward or backward shifting. Indeed, all of the linear 

TA B L E  3  Mean values of the patients' data elaborated by comparison of postoperative cone- beam CT with preoperative one and virtual 
planning

Variable Mean ± SD Minimum Maximum

Mesh fitting % 82 ± 13.4 53.3 100

Planned bone volume (mm3) 1153.25 ± 577.78 507.04 2619.13

Lacking bone volume (mm3) 149.33 ± 177.59 16.15 607

Reconstructed bone volume (mm3) 1003.92 ± 465.79 417.15 2012.13

Reconstructed bone volume % 65.04 ± 40.55 (including failures)
88.2 ± 8.32 (excluding failures)

0
69.63

98.35
98.35

TA B L E  4  Multivariate regression model results with RBV (Reconstructed Bone Volume) as dependent variable

RBV Coef. Std. Err. t p > |t| [95% Conf.] Interval

Lower jaw −51.0599 38.29294 −1.33 .204 −133.1901 31.07029

Posterior 40.2526 36.8771 1.09 .293 −38.84091 119.3461

Absence of exposure 53.1282 19.45283 2.73 .016 11.40602 94.85038

Absence of infection 9.527285 24.558 0.39 .704 −43.14438 62.19895

Consa 35.9895 22.81047 1.58 .137 −12.93408 84.91309

aConstant (Y intercept) values.

G R A P H  1  Patients' treatment 
flowchart
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evaluations reported in the literature existing were not compared 
with the planned evaluations (Ciocca et al., 2018).

The present study included the segmentation of the entire bone 
under the mesh, including the residual bone, being easier to define 
according to the grayscale nuances perceptible to the naked eye. 
A more reliable evaluation could have considered a digital analysis 
of the pixel grayscale values. Still, the lack of correspondence be-
tween the pixel data and the grayscale Hounsfield data for cone- 
beam CT exam algorithms prevented an objective digital radiological 
evaluation.

The overall 52.3% of exposures reported in the present study is 
less than the 70 (Lizio et al., 2016) -  80% (Lizio et al., 2014) reported 
by Lizio et al., but greater than the mean value of 34.8% among 
studies on traditional titanium GBR meshes (Briguglio et al., 2019) 
and within the reported range (10%– 66%) of the CAD/CAM tech-
nique (Chiapasco et al., 2021; Ciocca et al., 2018; Cucchi et al., 2020; 
Hartmann et al., 2019; Sagheb et al., 2017). Indeed, in the present 
trial, such a problem significantly compromised the procedure, with 
five complete failures. Two authors (Hartmann & Seiler, 2020) re-
ported 25% of exposures: 16% minimal, 7% "like one tooth width," 
and 1.5% complete. It is interesting to note the heterogeneity of the 
treated defects in the same trial, ranging from monoedentulism with 
immediate implant placement to complete edentulism. Hartman 
et al. (Hartmann et al., 2019), on 70 heterogeneous treated sites, re-
ported 37% of exposures. The starting bone defect extension and 
the soft tissue characteristics declared crucial in conditioning the 
GBR (Cucchi et al., 2019; Miyamoto et al., 2012; Urban et al., 2021) 
seemed irrelevant to CAD/CAM treatments in the current literature. 
Multiple complex defects requiring specialized technological support 
were selected in this prospective trial. The actual extension of the 
defects has been verified by this paper's mean virtual- planned bone 
volume (1153 mm3), and by the number of implants (63 at 19 sites). 
For example, Li et al. (Li et al., 2021), recording a statistically signifi-
cant customized mesh misfitting, reported a mesh exposure of 25% 
with a mean planned volume of 636.20 ± 341.18, with 20 implants 
placed at 16 sites. No relevance of the site's location came out from 
the multivariate analysis, following the literature; anyway, it is worth 
underlining that the limited sample size conditioned the importance 
of this datum.

The lack of uniqueness of a single expert operator could explain 
the failure recorded in the present paper, particularly regarding the 
management of soft tissues associated with the complexity and ex-
tension of defects with different localizations and characteristics. 
The reduced sample size did not permit correlation of the outcomes 
with each single operator skill. However, the operators were part 
of the same surgical team and school, with more than 10 years of 
surgical practice. From this point of view, it would have been helpful 
to enroll cases treated by the same surgeon, maybe with a reduced 
experience, to better comprehend the relevance of the variable of 
the learning curve in conditioning the final result. On the other hand, 
by providing expert prosthodontists and medical device designers 
with a more advanced level of training in the process, the ability of a 
single operator may not be mandatory.

A vestibular approach was adopted in literature instead of the 
mid- crestal one to keep the suture away from the grafted ridge 
zone and the mesh. Even if this incision did not statistically influ-
ence the exposure rate (Hartmann et al., 2019; Hartmann & Seiler, 
2020; Sagheb et al., 2017), it could have reduced, in expert opera-
tors' hands, the rate of exposures encountered in the present trial, 
limiting, in addition, the mobilization of the soft tissues.

No covering of the augmented sites with a collagen membrane 
or platelet- rich plasma (PRP) or platelet- rich- fibrin (PRF) was ad-
opted in this trial since their usefulness was not demonstrated 
yet. (Cucchi et al., 2021; Torres et al., 2010). Two cases consisted 
of completely edentulous maxillary atrophies, with a period of 
2 weeks of postoperative healing before wearing a relined den-
ture for esthetic purposes only. The other three failed sites were 
all in the posterior mandible, considered a problematic region for 
releasing soft tissues and maintaining tight closure, particularly in 
intermediate edentulism (one case) for the closeness of the teeth 
and their periodontal sulcus (Cucchi et al., 2019). Using a manu-
ally preformed, 0.2 mm- thick mesh could enable the surgeon to 
modify the mesh's shape intraoperatively in case of discrepancy 
between the digitally printed and actual clinical models, such as 
in the case of an intra- operatory accident. A customized mesh is 
impractically larger for use in the laser- sintering process and does 
not allow for extemporaneous modifications. As in all systems 
requiring precision, a minimal procedural error can result in high 
costs to resolve.

Two controlled trials compared CAD/CAM meshes with pre-
shaped ones. Sumida et al. (Sumida et al., 2015) treated defects with 
contextual implant placement, demonstrating the reduced operative 
time and exposure in the CAD/CAM group. Mounir et al.(Mounir 
et al., 2019) compared a preshaped titanium mesh on a stereo- 
lithographic model with a polyether ether ketone (PEEK) device and 
found no significant difference. A recent systematic review reported 
a 31% exposure rate, compared to a 51% rate using customized and 
traditional meshes (Zhou et al., 2021).

The digitally projected and printed meshes present the practical 
advantages of shortening the operation time, reducing the fixation 
screws, and obtaining rounded, blunt edges to make contact with 
the bone profile with minor damage to the soft tissues (Xie et al., 
2020). Regarding the shortcomings of this approach, the costs of the 
mesh, estimated to be about $425 (USD) by Ciocca et al., and the 
training for the management software must be considered (Ciocca 
et al., 2018).

Criticisms of the present study may include the limited number 
of cases, lack of statistical evaluation of the assessor's reliability of 
the mesh fitting and bone volumes, lack of proper assessment of 
the soft tissue features and the heterogeneity of the site localiza-
tion. In our experience, digital GBR should currently be limited to 
complex cases and not be combined with other grafting techniques 
such as residual bone quantity and quality analysis, vascularization, 
and soft tissue availability. Future studies using broader sample size 
and reliable evaluation methods can further increase knowledge of 
this topic.
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5  |  CONCLUSIONS

The use of virtually planned GBR for extended 3D defects with cus-
tomized meshes improved the predictability of bone regeneration 
by up to 88% in about 74% of the cases. The complete failure of 
five sites out of 19 for early exposures and infection could support 
an investigation into the relevance of anatomical features, surgical 
management, and improvement of the planning workflow.
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